Spectroscopic Investigation of the Carotenoid Deoxyperidinin: Direct Observation of the Forbidden $S_0 \rightarrow S_1$ Transition
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a spectroscopic investigation of deoxyperidinin, a synthetic peridinin analogue in which the carbonyl functional group in peridinin was replaced by a nonconjugated methylene group. Steady-state and ultrafast time-resolved absorption and fluorescence spectroscopic experiments are carried out on deoxyperidinin in $n$-hexane and acetonitrile at room temperature and in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran at 77 K. The spectra of deoxyperidinin have higher vibronic resolution compared to those of peridinin. The higher resolution is due to a substantial reduction in both molecular conformational disorder and inhomogeneous broadening of the spectra of deoxyperidinin compared to peridinin. Features in the steady-state absorption spectrum of deoxyperidinin that are not evident in the spectrum of peridinin are unambiguously assigned to the forbidden $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ absorption transition. The characteristics of both the steady-state and time-resolved spectra are interpreted using EOM-CCSD, SAC-CI, and MNDO-PSEDCI quantum computational formalisms that provided a theoretical framework for understanding the photophysical properties of the molecules.

INTRODUCTION

Nature imposes restrictions in the form of quantum mechanical selection rules that determine which electronic states can undergo spectroscopic transitions by light absorption or emission. This is exemplified by the low-lying electronic states of polyenes and carotenoids for which a one-photon transition between the ground state with $A_g$ symmetry and the first excited state, which has the same symmetry or pseudoparity, is forbidden. However, a one-photon transition between the ground state and the second excited state, which has $B_u$ symmetry, is allowed. Adherence to these selection rules may be relaxed by molecular distortions, configurational isomerization, functional group substitutions, or any other factors that reduce the symmetry of the molecule. States for which radiative transitions are forbidden may also “borrow intensity” from neighboring “allowed” states via Herzberg–Teller coupling. This interaction mixes states of different symmetry through vibronic motions and explains, for example, why polyenes and carotenoids exhibit $S_1 (2^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_0 (1^1A_g^-)$ fluorescence and why the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ emission is polarized in the same direction as fluorescence from the $S_2 (1^1B_u)$ state. Allowedness of the radiative $S_1 (2^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_0 (1^1A_g^-)$ transition is achieved by intensity borrowing from the $S_2 (1^1B_u)$ state. However, the emission from both the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ and $S_2 (1^1B_u)$ states of polyenes and carotenoids is very weak and has quantum yields typically ranging between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-6}$. Fortunately, the high sensitivity of photomultipliers on modern day emission spectrometers facilitates the detection of faint emission from these molecules, and many investigators have reported fluorescence from the low-lying “forbidden” $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ states of the biologically important, naturally occurring carotenoids and their parent polyenes. The data have been used to deduce the energies of the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ excited states and also to elucidate the mechanisms by which carotenoids transfer energy to (bacterio)chlorophyll in several pigment—protein complexes from photosynthetic organisms. An electronic transition from the $S_0 (1^1A_g^-)$ ground state to the $S_2 (1^1B_u)$ state is strongly allowed, has a very high oscillator strength, and is associated with the bright coloration of carotenoids in Nature. In contrast, accessing the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ state via direct absorption from the ground state is highly problematic. The exceedingly small $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ transition dipole and low oscillator strength make the direct detection of this transition via absorption spectroscopy very difficult. Compounding the problem is that the transition is predicted to occur in the region where the long wavelength tail
of the strongly allowed $S_0 \rightarrow S_2$ absorption occurs, and this band can then overwhelm any absorption features associated with the $S_0 \rightarrow S_1$ transition. Being able to detect the $S_1$ state via direct absorption would be very useful in understanding the precise molecular factors controlling light absorption and emission from these molecules, as well as the mechanism by which energy transfer from carotenoids to (bacterio)chlorophylls occurs. This is one of the most important functions of carotenoids in Nature.

Peridinin (Figure 1) is a prime example of a prolific light-harvesting carotenoid. It occurs naturally in many dinoflagellates and absorbs light in a region of the visible spectrum where chlorophyll (Chl)$a$ is not a very efficient absorber. It then transfers the absorbed energy with over 90% efficiency to Chl$a$ for subsequent use in photosynthesis. As can be seen in Figure 1, peridinin is a highly substituted molecule containing a lactone moiety and several other functional groups that reduce the overall symmetry of the π-electron conjugated system to a point where one might wonder whether symmetry-imposed selection rules apply at all to this molecule. Indeed, fluorescence originating from the $S_1$ state of peridinin is readily observed and a band proposed to be attributed to the very weak $S_0 \rightarrow S_1$ absorption has been reported. However, the presence of the carbonyl group in the lactone ring in peridinin gives rise to a large distribution of twisted conformations of the molecule in solution, broadening the line shape substantially and making weak absorption features especially difficult to discern. This effect is particularly evident in polar solvents.

In the present work, deoxyperidinin, a peridinin analogue in which the carbonyl functional group has been replaced by a nonconjugated methylene group, was synthesized. Due to the absence of the carbonyl group, the spectral features of deoxyperidinin are narrower than those of peridinin owing to a substantial reduction in the distribution of conformers in solution. Moreover, in experiments carried out at 77 K, features in the steady-state absorption spectrum of deoxyperidinin can be unambiguously assigned to the forbidden $S_0 \rightarrow S_1$ transition. Ultrafast time-resolved fluorescence and transient absorption experiments were performed to examine the excited state lifetimes and energy state complexion of deoxyperidinin to be compared with the same data obtained from peridinin. Also, quantum computations were carried out to provide a theoretical perspective on the experimental findings. The results give insight into why Nature expended the considerable energy required to produce the highly substituted peridinin molecule as one of its preeminent light-harvesting pigments in photosynthesis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Sample Preparation.** Samples were purified using a Waters high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) instrument equipped with a Waters Atlantis T3 OBD prep column (19 × 100 mm, 5 μm particle size) and a Waters 2996 photodiode array detector prior to the spectroscopic measurements. The mobile phase was acetonitrile delivered isocratically at 2.0 mL/min. For the spectroscopic experiments at room temperature, the molecules were dissolved in either n-hexane or acetonitrile (both from Thermo-Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). For the experiments at 77 K, the molecules were dissolved in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MTHF, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), which forms a clear glass at cryogenic temperatures.

**Steady-State Spectroscopy.** Room temperature absorption spectra were measured using a Varian Cary 50 UV/vis spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectroscopy was performed at room temperature and 77 K using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog-3 fluorometer. A custom-built liquid nitrogen immersion Dewar was used for the low temperature experiments.

**Time-Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy.** Time-resolved fluorescence (TRF) experiments were carried out using a Hamamatsu universal streak camera setup described previously. The frequency of the excitation pulses was 80 MHz which corresponds to ~12 ns between subsequent pulses. The depolarized excitation beam was set to 510 nm to excite into the long-wavelength tail region of the S0 → S1 absorption band of deoxyperidinin. The excitation beam had a power of 2.5 mW focused on the sample in a circular spot of ~1 mm diameter. This corresponded to a photon intensity of ~4 × 1010 photons/cm² per pulse. The sample absorbance was adjusted to ~0.3 in a 1 cm cuvette. The emission was measured at a right angle to the excitation beam, and a long-pass 530 nm filter was placed at the entrance slit to the detector to minimize the detection of scattered light from the excitation beam. For the measurements performed at room temperature, the sample was constantly mixed using a magnetic stirrer. The 77 K measurements were carried out using a model SVP-100 liquid nitrogen cryostat (Janis, Woburn, MA, USA) and a 1 cm² cryogenic quartz cuvette (NSG Precision Cells, USA). The integrity of the sample was assayed by observing the photon counts to ensure that they were constant over the time course of the experiment, which indicated the absence of photo-degradation.

**Time-Resolved Absorption Spectroscopy.** Transient absorption (TA) measurements were performed using an EOS-Helios TA spectrometer (UltrafastSystems LLC, Sarasota, FL, USA) coupled to a Spectra-Physics femtosecond laser system. The system consists of a Solstite one-box ultrafast amplifier (Spitfire Pro XP, a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier with a pulse stretcher and compressor, Mai-Tai, a femtosecond oscillator as the seed source and Empower, a diode-pumped solid state pulsed green laser as the pump source) that produces pulses centered at 800 nm with an energy of ~3.5 mJ, a ~90 fs duration, and a 1 kHz repetition rate. The output beam was split with 90% of the light being used to generate a pump beam for the Topas-Prime, an optical parametric amplifier (Light Conversion Ltd., Lithuania). The remaining 10% was used to produce probe pulses in the Helios-EOS spectrometer. The white light continuum probe in the visible (VIS) region was generated by a 3 mm thickness CaF2 plate. The near-infrared (NIR) probe was generated using a 10 mm thickness proprietary colloidal rod. A complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) linear sensor with 1024 pixels was used as a detector in the VIS range, and a 256 pixel InGaAs linear diode array was used in the NIR. To provide an isotropic excitation of the sample and avoid pump–probe polarization effects, the pump beam was depolarized. For the room temperature measurements, the energy of the pump beam was set to 1 μJ with a spot size of 1 mm diameter, corresponding to an intensity of ~3 × 10¹⁴ photons/cm², and the sample was stirred continuously using a magnetic stirrer. In order to minimize sample photobleaching at 77 K, the energy of the pump was kept at 0.1 μJ, corresponding to an intensity of 3 × 10¹³ photons/cm². The samples were adjusted to an absorbance of 0.15 (in n-hexane) and 0.4 (in acetonitrile) at the absorption maximum (λmax) of the absorption band in a 2 mm path length cuvette and to ~0.3 for the experiments carried out at 77 K (in 2-MTHF).

**Theoretical Methods.** Excited state calculations were carried out using a variety of molecular orbital (MO) methods for comparative purposes. Modified neglect of differential overlap with partial single- and double-configuration interaction (MND0-PSCD1) methods were used to explore the oscillator strengths, TA properties, and electron densities of the low-lying singlet states. This semiempirical method includes single and double excitations within the Hückel system and has been useful in understanding the electronic properties of long chain polyenes and carotenoids. The standard Austin Model 1 (AM1) parametrization was used, including Mataga repulsion integrals (rijm = 2) and identical π and σ electron mobility constants of 1.7 (πmob = sigmab = 1.7). MNDO-PSCD1 transition energies are relative to the uncorrelated ground state. Equation-of-motion coupled-cluster with singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD) methods, in addition to the polarizable continuum model (PCM) solvation approach, were used to explore the effect of solvent on the excited state properties. The active space of the EOM-CCSD calculations included the 16 highest energy filled and the 16 lowest energy virtual MOs. Excited state properties were calculated relative to the third-order Møller–Plesset (MP3) ground state. Symmetry-adapted-clustered-configuration-interaction (SAC-CI) calculations were carried out at high precision (full single CI and extensive double CI (LevelThree selection)). MNDO-PSCD1 calculations were carried out using our own program, and the programs are available by contacting R.R.B. (rbirge@uconn.edu). The ab initio and density functional calculations were carried out using Gaussian 09. Ground state density functional calculations used the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set. The excited state calculations used the double-ζ 95S basis set.

RESULTS

**Steady-State Spectroscopy.** Steady-state absorption spectra of peridinin and deoxyperidinin recorded in n-hexane and acetonitrile at room temperature and in 2-MTHF at 77 K are shown in Figure 2. Due to the absence of a carbonyl group in deoxyperidinin that would extend the conjugation of the x-electron system, the absorption spectra are shifted to shorter wavelength by ~18 nm compared to those of peridinin in the same solvent. In the nonpolar solvent, n-hexane, the absorption spectral line shapes of both peridinin and deoxyperidinin exhibit three resolved vibronic bands. These features become less pronounced for peridinin in the polar solvent, acetonitrile, due to inhomogeneous broadening induced by the solvent shell.
that takes on many different configurations in the vicinity of the end functional groups, particularly in the region of the lactone ring carbonyl. This is not the case for deoxyperidinin, whose absorption spectral profile is only slightly affected by increasing the solvent polarity. This is most likely because the absence of a carbonyl group in the conjugated system narrows the distribution of molecular conformers that can lead to spectral broadening.

The absorption spectra of peridinin and deoxyperidinin shift only slightly when the molecules are dissolved in n-hexane, but upon dissolving the molecules in 2-MTHF and lowering temperature to 77 K, the absorption spectra shift substantially to longer wavelength. This is due to the significant increase in the refractive index of 2-MTHF upon freezing. Note that the vibronic features in the 77 K absorption spectrum of deoxyperidinin (Figure 2, bottom left black trace) become much sharper than those seen for peridinin (Figure 2, bottom left green trace), and new features appear in the absorption spectrum for deoxyperidinin at 520, 540, and 570 nm (note the asterisk in the bottom trace in Figure 2) that were not evident in the spectra taken at room temperature. The degree of enhancement of the vibronic structure of the absorption spectrum at low temperature is typical of that reported for carotenoids lacking carbonyl groups in conjugation with the π-electron polyene chain. In order to confirm that these additional peaks were due to deoxyperidinin and not to impurities, fluorescence excitation spectra were recorded by monitoring the emission of deoxyperidinin over a wide range of wavelengths from 640 to 757 nm. It was found that the additional features were present in all the excitation scans and matched precisely the line shape of the 1 → T (where T is transmittance) spectrum of deoxyperidinin. (See the bottom of Figure 2 for an overlay of the 1 → T spectrum (black trace) with the excitation spectrum (red dashed trace) detected at 689 nm.) These experiments confirm that these absorption features belong to deoxyperidinin, and their wavelength position being in close proximity to the well-resolved S1 → S0 emission spectrum shown in Figure 2 is indicative of the peaks being assigned to the S0 → S1 absorption transition of this molecule.

Fluorescence spectra of peridinin and deoxyperidinin are also shown in Figure 2. For both molecules, the spectra are substantially red-shifted relative to their respective absorption profiles. This is a clear indication that the emission originates primarily from the S1 state rather than the S0 state. Similar to the absorption spectra, the fluorescence spectral line shapes of both molecules recorded in n-hexane exhibit clear vibronic features. These features disappear for the spectrum of peridinin recorded in acetonitrile due to conformational disorder induced by the presence of the carbonyl group but remain for deoxyperidinin in that solvent because it has no carbonyl group in conjugation. Moreover, the wavelength position of the fluorescence spectrum of deoxyperidinin remains essentially constant upon changing the solvent, whereas that of peridinin shifts substantially to longer wavelengths when the molecule is dissolved in acetonitrile.

**Time-Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy.** Contour surfaces representing the TRF spectra of deoxyperidinin recorded in n-hexane and acetonitrile at room temperature and in 2-MTHF at 77 K are shown in Figure 3. The samples were excited at 510 nm, which corresponds to the long-wavelength edge of the 0→0 vibronic band of the S0 → S2 absorption. Consistent with the results from the steady-state fluorescence experiments described above, the dominant signal is associated with fluorescence from the S1 state. In fact, if all the TRF spectra are summed, the resulting profile will reproduce the steady-state fluorescence spectrum shown in Figure 2. At early delay times, however, the S1 emission signal is obscured by overlapping emission from the short-lived S2 state and a solvent Raman band at ~580 nm. Thus, TRF experiments along with global analysis provide a way of obtaining fluorescence spectra originating from the S1 state separate from fluorescence bands associated with emission from the S2 state. These “pure” S1 → S0 fluorescence spectra are given in Figure 4A–C as evolution associated spectra (EAS), so-named because they result from a global analysis employing a two-component sequential decay path model. In Figure 4A–C, only the EAS profile associated with the longer-lived of the two components is shown. The short-lived component consisting of Raman bands and the long-wavelength tailing edge of the S2 → S0 emission spectra are omitted from the figure for clarity.

The right-hand side panels of Figure 4 represent kinetic traces extracted from the data at the indicated wavelengths overlaid with the fits obtained from global analysis. The
fluorescence lifetimes are also indicated in the left-hand panels of Figure 4 and reveal an effect of solvent on the dynamics of the S1 state of deoxyperidinin. The lifetime is 89 ps in n-hexane but decreases to 42 ps in the polar solvent, methanol. At 77 K in 2-MTHF, the lifetime is increased substantially to 143 ps.

In order to obtain a precise measurement of the S1 state energy of deoxyperidinin, its 77 K emission spectrum was found to be 16 400 cm\(^{-1}\), which can be taken as the S1 energy of peridinin recorded under these same experimental conditions to be compared with that of deoxyperidinin. The fact that the corresponding value from deoxyperidinin is higher by 530 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to the absence of the carbonyl group in the lactone ring (Figure 1), which restricts \(\pi\)-electron delocalization and raises the energy of its S1 state compared to that of peridinin.

**Transient Absorption Spectroscopy.** TA spectra of deoxyperidinin dissolved in n-hexane and acetonitrile at room temperature and 2-MTHF at 77 K and recorded in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions at various time delays are shown in Figure 6. The samples were excited into the 0–0 band of the \(S_0 \rightarrow S_1\) absorption transition. After laser excitation, the transient spectra show a rapid onset of bleaching of the steady-state absorption in the 400–500 nm wavelength region along with a buildup of a fairly narrow excited state absorption (ESA) band at \(\sim 500\) nm that can be attributed to a strongly allowed \(S_1 \rightarrow S_0\) transition. Both the bleaching and the ESA band decay concomitantly in tens of picoseconds. These spectral features and kinetic behavior are typical of carotenoids.\(^5\) What is unusual about the spectra, and not normally seen for carotenoids, is the appearance of an additional low energy ESA transition at \(660\) nm in 2-MTHF at 77 K. It is important to point out that this ESA band is not exactly the same as that reported for peridinin and other carbonyl-containing carotenoids in this wavelength region and which has been assigned to a transition from an intramolecular charge...
transfer (ICT) state to a higher (S$_n$) singlet state. The ICT $\rightarrow$ S$_n$ transition in peridinin is much broader than the low energy ESA band seen here for deoxyperidinin, exhibits a profound effect of solvent polarity on both the high energy and lower energy ESA bands in the TA spectrum, and decays with different kinetics than the S$_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ S$_n$ ($n^1B_u^+$) transition. The narrowness of this low energy ESA band for deoxyperidinin, its similarity in width and amplitude to the higher energy S$_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ S$_n$ ($n^1B_u^+$) transition, and the fact that it decays with the same kinetics as the higher energy ESA band suggest that the transition originates from the S$_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) state and terminates at a different, lower-lying B$_u^+$ state than that for the higher energy ESA band observed at $\sim$500 nm. The low energy ESA band mirrors the behavior of the S$_0$ ($1^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ S$_2$ ($1^1B_u^+$) steady-state spectra (Figure 2) both in that it shifts only slightly when the molecule is dissolved in acetonitrile compared to n-hexane and that it shifts substantially to longer wavelength when the spectrum is recorded using 2-MTHF at 77 K (Figure 6). The observation that the low energy ESA feature decreases in

Figure 6. Transient absorption of deoxyperidinin in n-hexane and ACN at room temperature and in 2-MTHF at 77 K recorded in the visible and NIR spectral ranges.

Figure 7. Evolution associated difference spectra (EADS) based on global fitting the transient absorption data sets of deoxyperidinin illustrated in Figure 6 to a sequential decay model.
intensity relative to the higher energy $S_1 (2^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_0 (n^1B_u^+)$ band in the spectrum recorded at 77 K may indicate that, at low temperatures, conformations of the molecule associated with a lower oscillator strength of the transition are frozen in preferentially.

The TA spectra recorded in the NIR region (right-hand panels in Figure 6) show a band at ~900 nm that occurs at very early delay times and decays within the time profile of the instrument response function. This strongly suggests that it be assigned to ESA between the $S_0 (1^1B_u^+)$ state and a higher-lying $A^-_g$ state as reported previously for several polyenes and carotenoids. Other peaks appearing between 1000 and 1400 nm can be assigned to vibronic bands associated with the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_0 (1^1B_u^+)$ transition. However, because the energy separation between the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ and $S_2 (1^1B_u^+)$ states is estimated to be 3840 cm$^{-1}$ from the difference in the (0−0) vibronic bands of the $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_2 (1^1B_u^+)$ absorption spectrum (20 830 cm$^{-1}$ based on the (0−0) band in Figure 5) and the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_0 (1^1A_g^-)$ fluorescence spectrum (16 990 cm$^{-1}$; see above and Figure 5) recorded in 2-MTHF at 77 K, these vibronic features in the NIR spectra must then be associated with transitions from the lowest vibronic level of the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ state to higher vibronic levels of the $S_2 (1^1B_u^+)$ state; i.e., the (0−0) band of the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_2 (1^1B_u^+)$ transition is well out of the range of the TA spectrometer detection system.

In order to obtain more detailed information regarding the dynamics of the excited states of deoxyperidinin, global analysis of the spectral and temporal data sets in the visible and NIR regions was carried out based on a sequential decay model. This type of fitting results in evolution associated difference spectra (EADS) that are shown in Figure 7. In all cases, the best fit was determined by a minimization of the residuals and a consideration of the resulting $\chi^2$ value. The high quality of the analysis is illustrated by representative kinetic traces and their associated fits given in Figure 8.

For the data sets recorded at room temperature, four components were required to achieve a good fit for the data in the visible region, and three components were needed for the data in the NIR. The fastest EADS components (black lines in Figure 7) are associated with the lifetime of the $S_2 (1^1B_u^+)$ excited state. This is evidenced by the rapid bleaching of the $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_2 (1^1B_u^+)$ steady-state absorption and stimulated emission in the visible region, and the immediate appearance (and rapid decay) of the $S_2 (1^1B_u^+) \rightarrow S_1$ transition in the NIR. The second EADS component (red lines in Figure 7) decayed in times ranging from 0.8 to 1.5 ps. On the basis of these values and the narrowing of the profiles that occurs when this second EADS decays into a third EADS (blue lines in Figure 7), the lifetime of the second component can be assigned to vibronic equilibration in the $S_1$ state. The third EADS represents the lifetime of the relaxed $S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ state. The value is essentially the same from data in the visible region compared to that obtained from data in the NIR region for a given solvent, and it ranges between 39 and 74 ps based on the room temperature data sets (Table 1). It is longer at 132 ps (fit to the visible data set) or 85 ps (fit to the NIR data set) for the measurements done at 77 K. The final component obtained in the fits to the visible data sets taken for the molecule dissolved in n-hexane and acetonitrile (green traces in Figure 7) has a very low amplitude and a long lifetime. On the basis of these observations, and the fact that the spectral feature is shifted to shorter wavelength than the large amplitude associated with the $S_1 (2^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_0 (n^1B_u^+)$ transition, this final component can be assigned to the decay of a triplet−triplet absorption transition. Triplet formation may occur due to singlet−triplet intersystem crossing, but this process happens with extremely low yield. All of the kinetic parameters obtained from the global analysis fits are summarized in Table 1.

**DISCUSSION**

The absence of the carbonyl group in deoxyperidinin compared to peridinin results in a narrowing of the absorption and fluorescence spectral features which can be accounted for on the basis of a substantial reduction in the distribution of conformational isomers in solution. The narrowing of the line shape for deoxyperidinin provided an added benefit for experiments carried out at 77 K, in which features in its steady-state absorption spectrum (Figures 2 and 5) can be
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unambiguously assigned to the forbidden $S_0 \left(1^1A_y\right) \rightarrow S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ transition.

The lack of a carbonyl group in deoxyperidinin precludes the formation of an ICT state, which is only expected to be formed in polyenes and carotenoids, such as peridinin, which possess a carbonyl functional group in conjugation with the π-electron chain.\textsuperscript{15,62} For peridinin, the large dipole moment associated with its charge transfer character gives rise to broader steady-state absorption and fluorescence spectra compared to those from molecules lacking carbonyl functional groups. This is particularly evident when the molecules are dissolved in polar solvents (Figure 2). Moreover, a profound effect of solvent polarity on the $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ lifetime has been reported for several carbonyl-containing carotenoids and polyenes.\textsuperscript{5,30,62} For example, when peridinin is dissolved in η-hexane, the $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ lifetime is 161 ps. The value decreases by more than an order of magnitude to 9 ps when the molecule is dissolved in acetonitrile.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, the lack of a carbonyl group in deoxyperidinin makes it somewhat surprising that the $S_1$ lifetime of that molecule also depends on solvent polarity, although the effect is not as large as that reported for peridinin. The $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ lifetime of deoxyperidinin was found here to be 89 ps (TRF) and 74 ps (TA) for the molecule dissolved in η-hexane. The lifetime is shortened by an approximate factor of 2 for deoxyperidinin dissolved in acetonitrile; the values are 42 ps (TRF) or 43 ps (TA). For the molecule dissolved in 2-MTHF and experiments done at 77 K, the $S_1$ lifetime lengths to 143 ps (TRF) and 132 ps (TA). Also, in the TA spectra of deoxyperidinin in η-hexane and acetonitrile recorded in the NIR (Figure 6), a negative signal due to stimulated emission is observed between 900 and 1000 nm, which for peridinin has been associated with the formation of an ICT state preferentially in polar solvents.\textsuperscript{53} For deoxyperidinin, the fact that the signal is present in both polar and nonpolar solvents (Figure 6) and that it decays with the same lifetime as the $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ state (Figure 7) indicates that it is not due to an ICT state, despite the fact that the signal is slightly larger in acetonitrile compared to η-hexane. The most likely reason for the appearance of the signal is the fact that the oscillator strength of the $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right) \rightarrow S_0 \left(1^1A_y\right)$ transition is gained by mixing $1^1B_y\,$ character into the lowest lying $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ state. This is also the case for peridinin, but its effect is masked in polar solvents by strong stimulated emission from the ICT state. Quantum computations presented below support this view.

A reasonable interpretation for the decrease in the $S_1$ lifetime with increasing solvent polarity is the possibility that the polar solvent enhances vibrational–electronic coupling between the $S_1$ and ground states of multiple conformers formed in the polar solvent, which would lead to an increased rate of internal conversion, and, as a consequence, a shorter $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ state lifetime compared to that observed in the nonpolar solvent. At 77 K, the opposite is true. The low temperature narrows the distribution of conformers (evidenced by narrowing of the steady-state absorption and fluorescence spectral line widths, Figure 2), limits the number of promoting vibrational modes for internal conversion, and reduces the vibrational–electronic coupling between the $S_1$ and $S_0$ states which ultimately results in lengthening the $S_1$ lifetime.

A remarkable observation reported here is that the $S_0 \left(1^1A_y\right) \rightarrow S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ transition is clearly evident for deoxyperidinin, especially at 77 K (Figures 2 and 5), but is hardly noticeable for peridinin (Figure 2). The lack of the carbonyl group from the lactone ring of deoxyperidinin is the key to understanding this issue.

A spectral feature that distinguishes the TA spectrum of deoxyperidinin from that of peridinin is a low-energy transition occurring between 650 and 700 nm (Figure 6). Unlike the TA spectrum for peridinin in this region that has been associated with an ICT $\rightarrow S_0$ transition and which exhibits a profound effect of solvent on amplitude and kinetics, the band for deoxyperidinin is hardly affected by solvent polarity and has a similar line width, intensity, and dynamics as the standard $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right) \rightarrow S_0 \left(n^1B_y\right)$ transition which appears at ~500 nm (Figure 6). This suggests that it also originates from the $S_1 \left(2^1A_y\right)$ state and terminates in a lower-lying $1^1B_y\,$ state. A low-energy TA band with these characteristics has never been reported for any carotenoid.

Theoretical calculations were carried out to help explain this aspect and the other photophysical properties of deoxyperidinin in comparison to those observed in peridinin. Contrary to intuition, replacing the lactone carbonyl group of peridinin with two hydrogen atoms generates a chromophore that retains a large dipole moment (Figure 1). In fact, when the full system is calculated, deoxyperidinin has a larger dipole moment than peridinin. However, the directions of the dipole moments in the two molecules are significantly different (Figure 1). These relative characteristics are retained in the C\textsubscript{s} model chromophores of peridinin (denoted “percs” in Figure 1) and deoxyperidinin (denoted “deoexypercs” in Figure 1). The origin of the anomalously large dipole moment of deoxyperidinin can be understood with reference to the dipole moments of the isolated ring systems, as shown in Figure 9. Long chain polyenes have a large polarizability along the main axis and a much smaller polarizability orthogonal to the main axis. The dipole moment of the lactone ring of peridinin is orthogonal to the main axis, whereas the dipole moment of the furanic ring of deoxyperidinin is within 20° of the main axis of the polyene. This observation means that the furanic ring of deoxyperidinin can induce a much larger dipole moment on the polyene than can the lactone ring of peridinin. Induced dipole moments are only part of the story because the two oxygen atoms in the lactone ring of peridinin have a combined negative charge of ~0.996, whereas the single oxygen in the furanic ring in deoxyperidinin has a negative charge of ~0.533. Thus, the lactone ring extracts more negative charge from the polyene chain than does the furanic ring of deoxyperidinin. The large dipole moment of peridinin is due primarily to charge induction (electronegativity) effects, whereas the large dipole moment of deoxyperidinin is due primarily to induced dipole effects. It is
the difference in the directions of the two dipole moments that play an important role in the photophysical properties of these two molecules.

The first theoretical goal is to explain why the forbidden $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ transition is clearly observable in the absorption spectrum of deoxyperidinin but virtually spectroscopically silent for peridinin (Figures 2 and 5). EOM-CCSD calculations were first carried out to explore the observation of the forbidden $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ transition. Note that the simplified models of deoxyperidinin and peridinin (deoxypercs and percs in Figure 1) were used in the calculations to reduce the computational time and to make the EOM-CCSD calculations tractable. This efficiency is achieved via two mechanisms. First, the number of atoms decreases from 96 (or 97) to 45 (or 46). Of equal importance is the fact that the model chromophores have $C_s$ symmetry, which allows the CI matrices to be handled in symmetry blocks. For the vacuum conditions presented in Figure 10, EOM-CCSD calculations predict that deoxyperidinin has a lower $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ oscillator strength than peridinin, where $f(2^1A_g^-)/f(1^1B_u^+) = 0.133/2.273 = 0.058$ in deoxyperidinin (Franck-Condon (FC) geometry, deoxypercs) but $f(2^1A_g^-)/f(1^1B_u^+) = 0.222/2.517 = 0.088$ in peridinin (FC geometry, percs). Furthermore, with increased solvent polarity, the $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ transition is predicted to have an increased oscillator strength in peridinin and a decreased oscillator strength in deoxyperidinin.

A more careful examination of the results, however, indicates that EOM-CCSD predicts a much larger energy gap between the $2^1A_g^-$ and $1^1B_u^+$ states in deoxyperidinin, particularly in polar solvents. Increased separation will render the $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ transition better resolved in the spectral region where the long-wavelength tail of the strongly allowed $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_2 (1^1B_u^+)$. transition has the potential to mask the weaker spectral features associated with the forbidden transition.

However, inhomogeneous broadening is a mechanism that also must be taken into account. In fact, it may be more important in enhancing the observed vibronic development of the $S_0 (1^1A_g^-) \rightarrow S_1 (2^1A_g^-)$ transition. As can be seen in the absorption and fluorescence spectra of Figures 2 and 5, the vibronic bands of deoxyperidinin are sharper than those observed for peridinin. Given that the ground state dipole moments are comparable, this observation requires a thorough examination because the origin of the inhomogeneous broadening is not obvious. There are two principal mechanisms of inhomogeneous broadening typically observed in polar polyenes. One involves a ground state degree of freedom that has a broad potential energy surface that, when explored thermally, results in a range of transition energies that fills in the absorption spectrum. A good example of this feature is observed in the absorption spectra of the retinal chromophores, which are broadened due to rotational freedom involving the $\beta$-ionylidene ring.48 No comparable degree of freedom is present in the compounds studied here. An alternative mechanism is solvent-induced inhomogeneous broadening. This mechanism is associated with a large change in dipole moment or a large shift in the dipole moment direction upon excitation. The mechanism is based on the assumption that an optimal solvent organization in the ground state will not be optimal for the excited state. Thus, small variations in the ground state solvent distribution can create a range of transitions energies that fill in the vibronic distribution and broaden the resulting absorption spectrum. The SAC-CI methods were selected to explore this mechanism because SAC-CI theory provides the highest quality
ground and excited state electron densities of the \textit{ab initio} methods available. The SAC-CI methods, however, do suffer from one deficiency when used to explore long chain polyenes. These methods fail to place the $2^1A_g^-$ below the $1^1B_u^+$ state, but the configurational characteristics remain valid and the electron densities and dipole moments are stable and valid for the low-lying states. The results of SAC-CI vacuum calculations are shown in Figure 11. The dipole moment changes ($\Delta \mu$) are listed underneath the dipole moments ($\mu$) with both in Debyes (D). The value of the magnitude of the shift vector for $S_n$ is given by

$$
\Delta \mu_n = S^n |\Delta \mu| = S^n [(\mu_n^{(x)} - \mu_0^{(x)})^2 + (\mu_n^{(y)} - \mu_0^{(y)})^2 + (\mu_n^{(z)} - \mu_0^{(z)})^2]^{1/2}
$$

where the sign term, $S^n$, is determined on the basis of the relative direction of the ground and excited state dipole moments. If the vector representing the dipole moment change has a direction within $\pm 90^\circ$ of the ground state dipole moment vector, the sign is positive; otherwise, it is negative. The contours displayed in the excited state panels in Figure 11 show the magnitude of the charge shift upon excitation with the contours chosen so that roughly 30 contours are displayed for each state. The key observation is that the $2^1A_g^-$ state dipole moment change of deoxyperidinin ($S_2$ state of the right panel of Figure 11) is only 0.442 D, significantly smaller than the corresponding dipole moment change of 6.233 D in peridinin ($S_2$ state of the left panel of Figure 11). On the basis of a very simple Onsager reaction field analysis, the line broadening associated with solvent-induced electrostatic inhomogeneous broadening can be estimated using eq 2

$$
\Delta E = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2} \epsilon} \frac{(|\Delta \mu| \cdot \mu_0)}{a_s} (\epsilon - 1) \frac{1}{2\epsilon + 1} a_u
$$

where $\epsilon$ is the dielectric constant of the solvent, $a_s$ is the cavity radius of the solute, $\mu_0$ is the ground state dipole moment of the solute, and $|\Delta \mu|$ is the dipole moment difference vector

$$
\Delta \mu = (\mu_n^{(x)} - \mu_0^{(x)})i + (\mu_n^{(y)} - \mu_0^{(y)})j + (\mu_n^{(z)} - \mu_0^{(z)})k
$$

If the analysis is further simplified by calculating the ratio of the inhomogeneous broadening of two molecules in the same solvent and nearly identical cavity radii, one gets

$$
\Delta E_{rel} = \frac{(\Delta \mu_n^{(x)})^2}{(\Delta \mu_0^{(x)})^2}
$$

Figure 11. Dipolar properties of the ground state and the three lowest excited singlet states of simplified peridinin (percs, left panels) and simplified deoxyperidinin (deoxypercs, right panels) based on full SAC-CI calculations in vacuum. The dipole moments and magnitude of the vectorial dipole moment changes relative to the ground state are shown in the upper right of each panel. The dipole moment vectors are shown using arrows of arbitrary length using the conventions of Figure 1. The ground state dipole moments are based on the restricted Hartree–Fock SAC-CI calculations using the D95 basis set (see theoretical). These values differ from those of Figure 1 which were based on density functional methods [B3LYP/6-31G(d)]. Note that the $2^1A_g^-$ state is calculated to be above the $1^1B_u^+$ state, which is not consistent with experiments. Nevertheless, the dipole moments are believed to be reliable based on previous studies (see text).
Figure 12. $S_1 \rightarrow S_n$ spectra of simplified peridinin (percs) and simplified deoxyperidinin (deoxypercs) based on MNDO-PSCCI theory. The transitions are shown with artificially narrow bandwidths to help identify the individual transitions responsible. The individual $S_n$ excited states are marked with blue or red bars at the top, where blue indicates a covalent $S_n$ state and red indicates an ionic $S_n$ state. The unit $kK$ equals $1000 \text{ cm}^{-1}$.

The SAC-CI calculations summarized in Figure 11 indicate that the spectra associated with the $2^1A_g^-$ excited state of peridinin will have an ~14-fold larger degree of electrostatic inhomogeneous broadening than observed for those associated with the same state in deoxyperidinin. (The spectra corresponding to the $1^1B_u^-$ states are calculated to have an even larger difference of ~17 in relative inhomogeneous broadening.) These simple calculations help rationalize the relative sharpness of the vibronic bands observed for deoxyperidinin relative to those of peridinin in Figure 5, but it is noticed that the differences are smaller than suggested by these calculations. Thus, there may be other sources of inhomogeneous broadening contributing to the spectra of these molecules, possibly involving thermal rotation around single bonds within the polyene framework.

In summary, the observation of discrete vibronic bands associated with transitions from the ground $S_0$ ($1^1A_g^-$) state to the $S_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) excited singlet state in deoxyperidinin is due to a variety of intrinsic electronic properties, but the most important of these is a decrease in the inhomogeneous broadening in deoxyperidinin relative to peridinin. The EOM-CCSD calculations also suggest that there is a larger separation of the $2^1A_g^-$ from the $1^1B_u^-$ state in deoxyperidinin, which leads to greater resolution of the $S_0$ ($1^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ $S_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) transition despite the prediction of a lower oscillator strength. Moreover, the EOM-CCSD calculations support the experimental observation that deoxyperidinin does not form an ICT state, regardless of solvent polarity. The lowest-lying excited singlet state is calculated to be a pure covalent $2^1A_g^-$ state in all solvents, including acetonitrile (see Figure 10).

An additional theoretical goal is to explain the presence of the prominent low-energy transition in the TA spectra of deoxyperidinin that is observed along with the well-characterized, higher-energy $S_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ $S_n$ ($n^1B_u^+$) transition (Figure 6). As mentioned above, the low-energy band is hardly affected by solvent polarity and has a similar line width, intensity, and dynamics as the higher-energy $S_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ $S_n$ ($n^1B_u^+$) transition. This suggests that it also arises from an $S_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ $1^1B_u^-$ transition. No such transition has ever been reported for a carotenoid, but computations based on MNDO-PSCCI theory reveal precisely this transition for deoxyperidinin (top panel in Figure 12). Note that the model reproduces the experimental ESA features shown in Figure 6 very well in that two transitions originating from $S_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) having similar amplitudes are predicted to occur with $>100 \text{ nm}$ separation in the visible spectral region. Interestingly, this same quantum mechanical model also predicts low-energy features for peridinin (bottom panel in Figure 12). Up to this point, excited state absorption bands in this region for peridinin have been attributed to an ICT $\rightarrow$ $S_n$ transition, especially in polar solvents.$^{26,55,64}$ However, a closer examination of the TA spectrum of peridinin recorded at room temperature in the nonpolar solvent, $n$-hexane, i.e., conditions under which the ICT $\rightarrow$ $S_n$ band amplitude is likely to be kept to a minimum, reveals the presence of at least one structured band$^{26,55,64}$ that is, in fact, consistent with the present predictions of the MNDO-PSCCI theoretical model. These lower-energy features could be rendered smaller relative to the main $S_1$ ($2^1A_g^-$) $\rightarrow$ $S_n$ ($n^1B_u^+$) transition in the experimental TA spectra of peridinin due to inhomogeneous broadening effects like those described above that affect the steady-state spectra. Most certainly, the features would be concealed completely by the intense ICT $\rightarrow$ $S_n$ band that is formed in that spectral region when the molecule is dissolved in polar solvents.

CONCLUSIONS

By synthesizing an analogue of peridinin in which the $\pi$-electron conjugated carbonyl group in its lactone ring has been eliminated, deoxyperidinin has provided the means by which
the energy state complexion and spectroscopic properties of both peridinin and deoxyperidinin have become more apparent. In experiments carried out at 77 K, features in the steady-state absorption spectrum of deoxyperidinin were unambiguously assigned to the forbidden $S_0 \left( \bar{1}A_g^+ \right) \rightarrow S_1 \left( \bar{2}A_g^+ \right)$ transition. These features became evident due to a substantial reduction in both molecular conformational disorder and inhomogeneous broadening of the spectra of deoxyperidinin compared to peridinin. Ultrafast time-resolved transient fluorescence and absorption experiments examined the excited state spectra and dynamics of deoxyperidinin. The steady-state and time-resolved spectra were interpreted within the framework of quantum dynamics of deoxyperidinin. The steady-state and time-resolved spectra were interpreted within the framework of quantum dynamics of deoxyperidinin. The steady-state and time-resolved spectra were interpreted within the framework of quantum dynamics of deoxyperidinin. The steady-state and time-resolved spectra were interpreted within the framework of quantum dynamics of deoxyperidinin.
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